available in black
as well!

pendix

Pending set

Top-Adapter set

Wall Bracket set

Connecting Profile

pendix –
modular LED-system
for open aquariums

pendix is designed for premium open aquariums in marine water as well as in fresh water segment. Based on
the technology of matrix series pendix offers the same quality features and several identical characteristics of its
“mother“.
For you we have designed 5 universal sets consisting of equipped pendix, converter and pending set for fresh
water as well as for marine water aquariums – available in following lengths: 40, 60, 80, 100, 130 cm.

pendix universal sets marine

pendix universal sets fresh

customized

included LED-modules
conluminous
suitable for		
Length
		
(luminous colors)
sumption
flux
aquarium dimension
		
4x SunLike marine
von 60x30x30 cm
50 watts 5.800 lm
40 cm
		 1x Ultra White			
bis 70x50x40 cm

included
converter

pendix60.8

6x SunLike marine
60 cm
80 watts 9.600 lm
		 2x Ultra White			

von 80x35x40 cm
bis 90x50x50 cm

6x SunLike fresh
pendix60.8
90 watts
DT130004
1.138,7060 cm
80 watts 10.200 lm
		
2x Neutral White			
			

pendix80.11

8x SunLike marine
80 cm
110 watts 13.400 lm
		 3x Ultra White			

von 100x40x40 cm
bis 110x60x50 cm

8x SunLike fresh
von 100x40x40 cm
pendix80.11
120 watts
DT130006
1.393,8080 cm
110 watts 14.200 lm
		 3x Neutral White			
			
bis 110x60x50 cm

10x SunLike marine
pendix100.14 100 cm
140 watts 17.200 lm
		 4x Ultra White			
			
12x SunLike marine
pendix130.17 130 cm
170 watts 21.000 lm
		 5x Ultra White			

von 120x40x40 cm
bis 130x60x60 cm

180 watts

von 150x50x50 cm
bis 160x60x60 cm

240 watts

pendix40.5

60 watts

Light controls
Basic Control BC16

Bestellnummer

Preis
included LED-modules
conluminous
suitable for		
Length
Euro
		
(luminous colors)
sumption
flux
aquarium dimension
		
4x SunLike fresh
von 60x30x30 cm
pendix40.5
DT130002
889,0040 cm
50 watts 6.200 lm
		 1x Neutral White			
bis 70x50x40 cm

10x SunLike fresh
von 120x40x40 cm
pendix100.14
DT130008
1.658,80100 cm
140 watts 18.200 lm
		 4x Neutral White			
bis 130x60x60 cm
			
12x SunLike fresh
von 150x50x50 cm
pendix130.17
DT130010
1.948,20130 cm
170 watts 22.200 lm
		 5x Neutral White			
bis 160x60x60 cm

matrix | pendix LED-module SunLike
Smart Control SC16

von 80x35x40 cm
bis 90x50x50 cm

included
converter

BestellMoreoverPreis
pendix is available in
nummer
Euro lengths (pendix40
27 standard
to pendix300). Ideal for tank
60 watts
DT130001
889,00 50 and 325 cm.
widths between
Flexible configuration concerning
LED-module
equipment is the
90 watts
DT130003
1.138,70
			
same as matrix. Modul assembly
occurs ex factory, by retailer or
120 watts
DT130005
1.393,80
the aquarium
owner him(her)self.
			
Various mounting elements like
Top adapter,
Wall bracket as well
180 watts
DT130007
1.658,80
as suitable converters you will
find on our web site:
240 watts
DT130009
1.948,20
www.daytime.de

NEW

Based on the popular luminous colors “Ultra Blue White 1:1“ and “Ultra Blue Red White“ we have created the new “SunLike“modules. Due to the integration of 25% “Seoul SunLike LED“ in the white light area there is on the one hand an
implementation of short-wave light (UV-A) and on the other hand this minimizes the dent between blue and green area.
SunLike marine

SunLike fresh

Controlling
by

Power expansion module SEM16

APP

UBW1:1

NEW

incl. 25 %

UBRW + NW

incl. 25 %
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